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Roel Sterckx; Martina Siebert; Dagmar Schäfer (Editors). Animals through Chinese His-
tory: Earliest Times to 1911. xiii + 277 pp., figs., tables, bibl., index. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2018. £75 (cloth). ISBN 9781108428156.

Animals have always been very important to the Chinese people and Chinese culture. However, scholarly
studies of animals in China are few and far between, especially in-depth historical studies of animals’ roles
in Chinese culture. Here comes a rare gem, an innovative collection of essays on animals in historical
China, a unique and outstanding collection by leading historians in China studies, a welcome contribu-
tion to our understanding of human-animal relations in China. The editors, Roel Sterckx, Martina
Siebert, and Dagmar Schäfer, note in the introduction that the book aims to open doors into the rich field
of animals in China, offering a selection of essays over the longue durée. Judging by the contents, I think
the editors and authors have indeed achieved this aim admirably.

The essays in the book are about animals in Chinese history, shedding light on the complex and often
conflicting human-animal relationship in the long annals of China and Chinese civilization. Covering
the earliest times to 1911, which represents the end of imperial China and the start of modern China,
most of the chapters are based on papers originally presented at the conference on Animals in Asian So-
ciety held at the University of Manchester in 2013. Drawing on an extensive array of primary sources,
ranging from ritual texts to poetry to veterinary science, this volume explores developments in the human-
animal relationship through Chinese history and the ways in which the Chinese have thought about the
world with and through animals.

One of the strengths and the most important contributions of the book is the elucidation of the myriad
roles of animals in human knowledge practices, knowledge dynamics, and change, specifically their roles in
society, state, and thought in the long and rich history of China. So far, there are very few studies on China’s
historical animal knowledge. As the editors point out, China lends itself in particular ways to a diachronic
view of the coexistence and co-construction of human and animal worlds, in both spiritual and physical
terms, and accordingly, the chapters tackle the various contexts and value systems that defined animals’ roles,
analyze why and how elites and commoners, herdsmen and farmers, poets and literati all sought to give dif-
ferent meanings to the realization that animals occupy human space, while humans intrude on animal
space and habitats. Arranged largely in a chronological order, the contributing chapters describe the histo-
ries of individual species (e.g., cats, bees, horses), discuss animals in literary genres (e.g., morality books), and
explore language, institutions, and ideals. Longue durée explorations of particular species are combined with
studies on specific periods (preimperial, Song, Qing). These studies reveal two important themes in the ex-
amination of historical human-animal relations and knowledge dynamics: (1) how social and political prac-
tices influenced knowledge about and through animals, and (2) the role of both morality and physicality in
this knowledge.

It is hoped that this volume will encourage further research in the field of animals and knowledge in
Chinese history as the authors in this collection have skilfully demonstrated how worthy, fruitful, and reward-
ing such scholarship can be. An interesting problematic for future research, as the editors suggested, is how
shifting ethics and ideals relate to changes in knowledge and practices. This, I would argue, is true not just for
the study of animals in China, but the study of animals everywhere, in all human cultures and societies.
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The editors and authors must be congratulated for their scholarly contributions. Unfortunately, there
are some minor typographical errors in the book. One glaring one is found on page 1, a wrong Chinese
character was used for the title of the book Wanguo gongfa, the Chinese translation by William Martin of
Henry Wheaton’s Elements of International Law (1836). I hasten to add that such errors in no way dimin-
ish the value of the book.

Finally, apart from the print edition, the book is also available as Open Access, but if you are a book
lover, the paper book will be preferable. It is certainly a book for slow reading, a specialist book that de-
serves a place on your bookshelf. It is a book you want to read, think about, then come back to later and
think again long after it becomes dog-eared (pun intended).

Deborah Cao

Deborah Cao is a professor at Griffith University, Australia. She writes about animal law and ethics, par-
ticularly animals in contemporary China (one of her books is Animals in China: Law and Society [2015]),
and she also writes about linguistic and cultural studies of Chinese law.

Steven Connor. The Madness of Knowledge: On Wisdom, Ignorance and Fantasies of
Knowing. 368 pp., bibl., index. London: Reaktion Books, 2019. £25 (cloth). ISBN
9781789140729.

Despite its intriguing title, this book does not discuss madness or mental illness, except in a metaphorical
sense. Instead, Steven Connor, Professor of English at the University of Cambridge, has provided an ex-
haustive scholarly study of the many varieties of knowledge in Western intellectual culture.

The Madness of Knowledge reminds me of the so-called concept albums that were in vogue in rock
music in the 1970s: just like different songs on the LP record apparently formed a more or less coherent
whole, the rather widely differing chapters in Connor’s book revolve around a central concept, “episte-
mopathy,” which is easily associated with mental abnormality à la psychopathy, but which the author de-
fines in a nonpsychopathological way to “refer both to the forms of feeling at work in knowledge and to the
formal investigation of them” (p. 12). Thus, instead of focusing on the epistemological inquiry “into the
truth, or logos, of knowing, epistemopathy takes, or rather, perhaps, aspires to form as its object the pathos
of knowledge, that is, the inner or subjective life of knowing” (p. 13). Connor has set himself the task of
exploring, by way of close reading of both classic and lesser-known texts in the Western literary, philosoph-
ical, and scholarly canon, how knowledge has mattered to the authors of these texts, and how he himself
understands and conceptualizes such “epistemopathy.”

In Connor’s book, the emphasis is on the ways in which knowledge has aroused feelings and incited pas-
sions; more specifically, he is preoccupied with fantasies of knowledge—with “knowledge-feeling, the feel-
ings we build and sustain about knowledge” (p. 14). As an intellectual historian who knows much more
about madness as mental illness than madness of knowledge, I cannot claim authority in the fascinating
topic of this book, but I am quite convinced that there are not too many studies devoted to epistemopathy
and, more generally, to nonepistemological approaches to knowledge, or, as he himself puts it, to “applied
epistemology, epistemology brought to bear on the world” (p. 16). Thus, it is quite safe to say that Connor’s
study is original and should be of interest to philosophers, intellectual and cultural historians, and literary
scholars, as well as basically anyone who is interested in “epistemopathic” aspects of knowledge.

As an admirably erudite scholar, Connor delves effortlessly into the storehouse of Western thought,
equally at ease discussing the ideas of such luminaries as Plato, Francis Bacon, JohnMilton, Schopenhauer,
Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, and other psychoanalysts as well as James Joyce and Samuel Beckett (he has
published books on both Joyce and Beckett). But he also discusses many largely forgotten or obscure writers,
such as Sir John Davies, Fulke Greville, and George Ripley. He is, obviously, also fond of etymological ex-
peditions of well-known terms (such as “charlatan,” “quaint,” and “study”) and keen on introducing and
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